
What makes our studio unique?  
 

Classes for everyone age 1 and up including adult classes and parent participation classes 

 

We’re non- competitive  

 

You can consolidate family activities to one location 

 

Our parent viewing area has large windows with a 1 way mirror so parents can see in, but 

little ones aren’t distracted by the “audience” 

 

Class structure and curriculum is consistent for each style and level from class to class 

and teacher to teacher 

 

Make up missed classes anytime within one year as long as you are still enrolled  

 

Each class level of our dance curriculum is specially designed with a focus on child 

development, proper alignment, technique, and performance. 

 

Our Preschool program offers classes that work for each stage of your child’s  

development!  

 

At Encore we strive to ensure our dancers are well rounded and versatile within the fields 

of their program.  This is why our Jazz program includes and covers many sub-genera’s 

including acro dance/tumbling, lyrical, and musical theatre.  Our intermediate and 

advanced Ballet classes also cover contemporary as well as classical ballet.  

 

 

Our performance opportunities: 

 

Low participation Fees cover staff costs and rental costumes for performances.  

 

Shorter performances!! One hour and 30 min (with an intermission) is the longest a 

student will sit for a performance. 

 

Two performance opportunities’ a year!  

 

In our Student Showcase performance our dancers will be performing a specially 

choreographed routine designed to showcase what the dancer is learning in their class. 

Each dancer will have the opportunity to perform with their class and show what they do 

best without the constraints of a story or theme. 

 

Our Dance Production is our major performance of the year with a full story, set, 

costumes, and characters. This is similar to going and seeing a major ballet (like The 

Nutcracker/Swan Lake), but it includes all of the dance styles we offer in a well known 

children's story.  Our production also allows our dancers the opportunity to play an acting 

role as a character, and help progress the story.  This opportunity is especially unique in 

that we include our younger dancers, and they are led onstage by our older advanced 

dancers that they look up to!  This teaches our advanced dancers leadership skills, and 

allows the younger dancers to feel confidant on stage.   


